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CONFLICT IN IRAQ -

Kurds sweep into N. Iraq, Bush addresses Iraqis
Associated

ess

Opposition forces crumbled in northern Iraq on Thursday as U.S. and
Kurdish troops seized oil-rich Kirkuk
without a fight and held a second city
within their grasp. U.S. commanders said
signs pointed to-a last stand by Iraqis in
Saddam Hussein’s birthplace of Tikrit.

Despite the 16ants, one Marine was
killed and 22 injured in a seven-hour
battle in the Iraqi capital. Four more
were wounded in a suicide bombing.
"Baghdad’s still an ugly place; said Maj.
Gen. Gene Renuart.
Widespread looting persisted 24 hours
after the city celebrated theregime’s fall.
Striking anew at the regime leadership,

coalition warplanes dropped six satellite guided bombs on a building where
Saddam’s half brother, Barzan -Ibrahim
Hasan al-Tikriti, a dose adviser, was
believed to be.
Al-Tao-in once headed the Iraqi intelligence service, and the building in Ar
Ramadi, 60 miles west of Baghdad, had
served as an intelligence service opera-

nom site. said Marine Maj. Brad Bartelt,
a spokesman for the U.S. Central
Command in the Persian Gulf. It was
not known immediately whether alTikrin was hit.
Increasingly, the U.S. military focus
was away from the capital. Kurdish
troops set off celebrations in Kirkuk
when they moved in, and there were

hopes that Iraqis would surrender in
Mosul, another northern city, on Friday.
Nearly 100 miles to the north of
Baghdad, U.S. commanders said Tilcrit
was the likely site of a last stand by Iraqi
forces if there is to be one. Iraqi
defenders were believed to have moved
there from other parts of the country.
U.S. commlndoc were in the region, and

warplanes were attacking.
U.S.-led fighters and bombers also hit
Iraqi positions near the border with
Syria, where special forces were trying to
prevent regime loyalists from slipping
out of Iraq and to keep foreign fighters
from entenng.
See IRAQ. page 4

Addressing campus safety
was purpose of annual tour
By Kimberly Lapham
Daily Staff Writer
San Jose State University President
Robert Caret rolled University Police
Department Lt. William Coker down a
third floor flight of stairs to demonstrate an emergency chair for the disabled during San Jose State University’s
annual Accessibility Tour on Thursday.
After Colcer laboriously folded himself into one of the blue and yellow
emergency chairs in an Engineering
building stairwell, Caret took hold of
the handlebars and pushed the chair
steadily down the steps.
"Nothing to it," Caret laughed.
The chair demonstration was the disaster simulation segment of the tour,
which also included a discussion about
disabled campus members and emergency procedures for helping them.
Able-bodiedand disabled students’
and faculty members alike shared and
learned about the topic.
it’s important for everyone, able bodied and ’disabled, to understand how an
evacuation takes place, what tools are
available for this and how to think in a
different way," said Gordon Burton,
chair of the occupational therapy

I.

department.
The tour is about being more aware of
what people with disabilities go
through, said Lalaine Lagsob, a student
intern to the president. Its focus is on
evacuation procedures and helping people who are disabled.
"We don’t credit the disabled community with what they’ve given us,"
Burton said. "It’s important to realize."
He mentioned how features such as
curb cutouts at corners, ramps and voice
technology for computers have become
every day conveniences for able-bodied
people as well. They’ve helped bring
about a barrier-free environment that
helps every person, he said.
"I think its an important part of any
community to understand the challenges they face," Caret said of the disabled.
He also said it’s important for the university to get updated and to learn its
progress on the matter as well as learn
the deficiencies. There are many issues
on campus and it’s good to spotlight
one of them, he said.
Awareness was the key of the tour,
which has been held at SJSU since
1998. Knowledge is so important, said
Burton, who presented much of the discussion.

Photos By Verna Kirkendall Daily Staff
ABOVE: President Caret sat in a wheelchair in the engineering building Thursday as he listened to people give reasons as to why updated
emergency chairs are needed on campus. Most of the emergency
chairs on campus today were state of the art in the ’Ns.
LEFT: President Caret pushed Lt. William Cocker of UPD down a flight
of stairs in an emergency chair Thursday during the Accessibility Tour
held in the engineering building. These chairs make it possible to
transport a disabled person down a staircase in the event of an emergency.

Alcohol screening educates
students in risks of drinking
By Huong C. Pham
Daily Shy). Wi iter
Students continuously dropped by
the Pacifica room in the -Student
Union Thursday to receive information about alcoholism and to participate in a screening for National
Alcohol Screening Day.
It was the third National Alcohol
Screening Day for San Jose State
University.
"Last year we had about over 100
students participating in the screening," said Margaret Tam, Prevention
Education Program coordinator.
"(The screening) is for students to
assess their alcoholic behavior and its
impact on their lives in terms of academics, education and health."
The event was the first-ever alcohol screening program day that was
hosted by the nonprofit National
Mental Illness Screening Project and
the National Institute on Alcohol
Abuse and Alcoholism, in April
1999, according to Mental For
health, Inc.
"The screening took about a
minute or two to fill out the 18-

question form," said a student participant who wished to remain anonymous. The screening is confidential.
"Then a clinician goes over the
results. Altogether it was probably 5
m i nutes."
The alcohol program, modeled
after the National Depression
Screening Day, assists in addressing
drinking behaviors, from risky
drinking to alcohol dependence, by
having participants take an Alcohol
Use Disorders Identification Test as
the screening instrument.
The questionnaire consisted of
questions such as how often and how
much does the participant drink and
has the participant ever been injured
because of alcohol, the student said.
Motivated to go for extra credit,
senior social work major Sejal Patel
said the screening is beneficial
because it’s educational.
"Although it’s also extra credit, a
friend of mine is dealing with a
drinking problem, so I went for her,"
Patel said. "Hopefully I can pass the
information on."

See

ALCOHOL, page 4

number One of the newer
of disabled stu- emergency chairs
dents on cam- hangs on the
pus isn’t con- wall in the third
crete because
some students floor stairwell of
remaining the engineering
unidentified, building. There
Cindy are only seven or
said
Marota, interim eight of these
director of the chairs on the
Disability entire campus.
Resource
Center.
According to a national survey, however, about 6 percent of postsecondary
educational campus students are disabled, she said.
Everyone is just a collapsed ceiling or
skiing accident away from losing the
use of his or her legs, Burton said.
"At any moment in our life, things can
change like that," he said with a snap of
his fingers. "Any one of us very quickly
could be in that kind of condition."
Caret, who endured part of last year’s
tour on crutches, lounged in a sporty
new $3,500 wheelchair during the discussio
Caretsaid disability evacuation procedures could be incorporated into disaster simulations and new employee orientation training on campus.
A new evacuation plan is being
reviewed, Burton said.
"We’re thinking very broadly on this,"
Marota said of the plan.
She said the Accommodation Review
Board wants to get SJSU up to date on
equipment and procedures. University
See WALK, page 4

Study Abroad fair offers students options
By Sunita Vijayan
Daily Staff Writer
In conjunction with International
Week, San Jose State University’s
International and Extended Studies
program hosted a Study Abroad fair
along Paseo de Cesar Chavez on
Wednesday.
Kari Spencer, a Study Abroad program adviser, said the fair was a lot less
extravagant compared to last semester’s.
"In the fall it’s a lot bigger," Spencer
said. "We had 35 vendors out (in the
past) while this semester there were
only 10 vendors."
Spencer said the vendors represent
programs from different countries all
over the world.
Held during International Week
every semester, she said the fair is
designed to promote international
education to get students to study
abroad and let them know that these
opportunities exist.
lot of them who are interested
already know what countries they want
to go to," she said.
Spencer said unlike the common
belief that studying abroad slows stu-

dents down, it done correctly it
becomes more of an asset than an
inconvenience.
"If you plan and talk to an adviser
early it really doesn’t set you back at
all, Spencer said. "You can even get
credit for the classes you take."
One of the 10 programs that were
showcased was the Japan Exchange
and Teaching Programme, run by the
Japanese government.
Andrew Lee, consulate general of
Japan from the Japan Information
Center in San Francisco, said the program is in its 17th year.
"We have about 6, 200 people currently teaching all over japan," Lee
said.
The program provides university
graduates the opportunity to work as
teachers in local junior high and elementary schools, he said.
Cynthia Nakasuji, a senior majoring
in Japanese, said she thought the Study
Abroad program at SJSU was outstanding.
"They have a good international program here," she said. "They’re good at
getting the students the countries they
want.
Nakasuji said the program is a great

Saon Yonada Daily Staff
Rina Sutaria, a senior in management information systems, hung flags
for International Week in front of the Student Union Wednesday.
People used the flags to express messages of peace.
way to meet new people and gain more
experiences,
"it’s a great thing to do when you’re

graduated from college," she said. "You
get to meet people from all over the
world.
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REVENGE THERAPY

The precious life of all animals should be respected
lay in the hands of someone who gladly took on die respon- promote the captivity and MASS Slaughter or vulnerable
creatures.
sibility.
Like an infant, these animals are defenseless in the world
As much as we hate to admit it, we are animals, and these
but because they are not our own, we do not feel the need
instincts belong to the human race as well.
The instinct an animal has to protect her young is the to protect their lives.
I find it ironic that humans, for the most
strongest force she possesses, and she will
part, eat only vegetarian animals.
risk her life protecting her offspring withThere is no skill in catching a cow. It is of
out giving it a second thought.
no threat to us. We have selected our prey
The instinct to defend life, which is
disregarding the fact that it is alive.
innate in most people, should not stop
While death is something that can be
with our own.
explained, the origin of creation is intangiWe live in a world where humans rule,
ble.
and we’ve learned to consider other aniFrom a biological standpoint, conception
mals a commodity.
is very straightforward. All you need is an
The reality that humans eat other aniegg, some sperm and the proper conditions.
mals is one that disturbs me, and the idea
But how does this really explain anything?
that people ingest another animal’s milk
The idea of a "creator" may be a way for
enrages me.
JUSTINE D ACOSTA
some to make sense of the seemingly impalExploiting animals to make superfluous
snacks and milkshakes is something we should all be really pable situation, but what it comes down to is that life is
inexplicable by the laws of nature.
proud of.
Keeping ourselves alive is a force we have no control over.
Taking advantage of something that is at an intellectual or
We unconsciously breathe. We know when we need to eat,
physical disadvantage is truly courageous.
I have a hard time understanding how people can claim to drink and sleep.
We honor our lives and most of us strive to make them as
be sensitive to the needs of others and in touch with the
politics of the world when they participate in activities that productive as we can.

I witnessed my best friend giving birth last month, and I
have not been the same since.
Prior to the epidural, I thought perhaps our friendship
had come to an end.
Christine, who has always been one of those people who
would rather die than complain, was screaming in agony,
and all I could say was, "Good job, honey."
The scathing looks she shot toward me after each comment I made would have sent most people running away in
tears, but I continued my support through a steady stream
of trivial remarks.
After her pain was alleviated via heavy medication, she
became much more tolerant of my presence, and we were
able to discuss the impact of what Was about to happen.
My best friend of 16 years was about to become someone’s
mother.
At 11 p.m., Christine was pregnant, and at 11:01 p.m.,
she was not.
When Adara was born, the world somehow changed.
Life was created, and it was miraculous.
Watching Christine hold her baby for the first time, I saw
a new part of her emerge.
Mothers are instinctual. They know what their babies
need and will do everything they can to protect the life they
brought into the world.
This fragile being was completely vulnerable, and her life

Viewpoint I Response to ’Out of the Shell’
we gave weapons to back in the ’80s. They were attacking our
enemies. It was a good idea at the time. The fact that they
are now using our weapons for evil makes us MORE obligated to do something about it.
’President Bush entered Iraq and reinstated the dictator of
Kuwait. -Is it possible to twist that any more?
"We need to dig deeper, past what we arefed by the media
willing to sacrificejournalistir integrityfor the almighty dollar’
Her chicken little fears about the mainstream media are
because she doesn’t like what is being said. They are not due
to any "facts" she has discovered. All the "Bad" things she
says the United States has done WERE reported in the
mainstream media. There are so many different news companies that if any of them started lying it would be a huge
story. They would make lots of money exposing it, on top of
the fact that the exposed news company would be ruined.
’I also have the right to vote for the leader of my country
(although in Bush’s case, I doubt there was a ma! choice)."
I assume she is complaining about the election. There were
six published recounts of the Florida election, and all of them
had Bush with more votes. If your problem is with the electoral college, then work to change it don’t complain after the
fact when things don’t go your way. Bush won the election.
Get over it.
It’s obvious Ms. Krikorian hates what this country does,
just like Cuba. Libya and Germany. I’m proud that, while
people in the Bay Area might oppose it, a vast majority of
this population supports our country’s effort to remove an
evil dictator from power. I watched the footage today of the
statue of Saddam being dragged down. I saw the people
destroying it and dragging the head through town. I saw
people with pictures of Bush, the captions reading "man of
peace" and others that said "Human shields go home!" I felt
proud of this country agd its leader. In the face of overwhelming option, Bush did the right thing.
The world of politics is a fickle one, and who knows what
the future will bring. But today my team won, Ms. Krikorian,
and your team lost.

This letter is in response to Tammy ICrikorian’s column.
I feel there are a lot of valid arguments out there, in favor
of the war, that she could have chosen to respond to, as
opposed to picking apart an argument where the message is
limited to the size of a T-shirt. I guess the shirt must have
touched a nerve and she felt the need to respond to it. Well,
her column touched a nerve with me, and so I have chosen
to respond to it.
The generalization written on that shirt is one I tend to
agree with. But I don’t feel I am "ignorant about what goes
on outside my tiny little world." In fact, I am quite confident
I know more about this world then her.
’I wonder !je(they) actually believe that we are in Iraq tofight
terrorism?’
I assume she is implying we are fighting Iraq because of oil.
Well, she is right. France has been buying billions of dollars
of oil. Money that is going directly into Saddam’s pocket.
Money that did not go to feed his people like what was
intended with the Food for Oil program. Money that was
paid to Russia to buy GPS jamming devices and other technologies that the United Nations said Saddam was not supposed to have. These are Security Council countries with
veto power. France wanted this tyrant in power so they can
continue to get cheap oil. Russia had ongoing oil deals with
Iraq. They tried to pass motions in the United Nations to
make those deals valid after Sadism’s regime falls. Of course,
Saddam is going to do what he wants. He thought France
and Russia’s oily greed would protect him. Now it has come
down to war.
His threat to our safety is real. Saddam wouldn’t hesitate to
give weapons to terrorists. Just because Saddam and Osama
bin Laden are from different religious groups doesn’t mean
they won’t work together against a common enemy. This war
is most defiantly about terrorism, the United Nations won’t
fight it so we will. If there are ANY secondary benefits, that
great, but the primary reason for this war is our safety.
From November through February U.N. inspectors
searched Saddam’s country, and he did nothing. But within
one week of 250,000 U.S. troops being deployed in Kuwait
he starts making token gestures of dismantling a couple missiles. But you people try to say it’s the inspectors that are
doing the trick.
"The United states provided blab, blab, blab. "Who cares who

Brian Sheppard
senior
mechanical engineering
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Students and world benefit
from public transportation
Starting this month, the Valley Transportation Authority
will implement a 9 percent cut on bus and Light Rail services. In Fall 2003, as much as a 21 percent cut is being contemplated for these services.
These service cuts are not alone. They will be accompanied
by a 74 percent fare increase for San Jose State University students who receive the Transit Access Program sticker for
2004. This means students will be paying more for less.
Where does that leave students like me, and many others,
who largely depend on public transportation to make their
way around the bay Area?
These service cuts and fare increases will only aggravate the
parking problem that has haunted SJSU for
years.
VTA has cut service twice amounting to
a 10 percent decrease since 2001 and has
already raised the SJSU Transit Access
Program fee by 15 percent starting January
2003.
Because of these inconveniences, the
SJSU community will prefer driving to
campus.
If this happens, an additional 3,000 students will try to find parking space around
FALGUNI
campus, according to SJSU Transportation
Solutions.
The United States, esplci’illy the West Coast, has always
lagged behind with publiotransportation.
The dependence on cars in America started with the emergence of the three big American automakers Ford,
General Motors and Chrysler who made every effort to
stunt the growth of public transport so that they could sell
more cars.
When I came to the United States, earlier as a tourist, and
now as a student, I was shocked to see that almost everyone
here has a vehicle from 16 -year- old students to 70-yearold grandfathers.
In a family of five, there are five cars, one for every member,
and each of them drives around for the smallest of errands.
We have become so used to the comforts of our private cars,
we’d rather spend hours stuck in traffic on the Bay Bridge
than take BART to and from work every day.
It’s not surprising that public transportation authorities are
compelled to resort to cutting down services and increasing
fares. Fewer commuters lead to less revenue for the transport
providers, resulting in budget and service cuts.
BART and Caltrain, though very reliable and consistent,
are expensive to ride.
It has become a sort of a vicious circle where people don’t
take public transport because it’s expensive, and transport
authorities can’t run services regularly due to lack of commuters which eventually results in fare increases.
The Bay Area is a largely integrated area, which needs to be
well connected so that people have easier access to different

places.
The mentality people adopt is: "Why should I spend so
much money on a monthly pass when I can drive around for
less at my own convenience?"
Which leads me to my next argument overall, it turns
out cheaper to take public transport than drive a car.
In a meeting that took place Wednesday, Associated
Students announced a rise in monthly parking permits to $35
next fall, which will add up to about $158 per semester.
Isn’t that a big amount to spend per month just on parking,
apart from fuel costs, monthly car payments, maintenance
and insurance? This is besides the fact that paying this fee will
not guarantee you a parking spot.
Public transport has many benefits. A student’s schedule is always tight and one can
catch up on reading while riding public transport.
One of my professors takes the Highway 17
bus from Santa Cruz to SJSU to avoid the
traffic and catch up on his reading.
Secondly, imagine how much time you will
save because you don’t have to worry about
finding a place to park.
Thirdly, you will be getting rid of so much
B H U TA
anxiety because you don’t have to worry about
the parking meter that could expire anytime.
Think about how low pollution and congestion levels will
fall if we started taking public transport, making the environment much cleaner and more beautiful for all of us.
We disrespect people who drive SUVs. But with the current
oil crisis, I think there will come a time when we will have to
disrespect people who drive altogether.
We should take the example of Europe and Asia where
most people travel by public transport or bicycles.
It’s sad that Americans fly everywhere and hardly get a
chance to cherish the pleasures of train travel.
Despite being a fast, reliable train service, Amtrak has limited operations around the country, except in a few areas, such
as the Northeast.
We could do better by spending more money on developing public transportation than trying to kiss the feet of oilproducing countries in the Middle East.
Increasing the usage of public transport would require a collective effort by each and every one of us.
Call your local public transport provider and ask for the
quickest route to get to school or your workplace. They will
be more than happy to help you out.
Believe me, it’s affOrdable, hassle-free and has more future
benefits than you can imagine.
Falguni Bhuta is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
Guest columns appear Fridays.
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But we are not alone in this world.
I’d like to think that humans have reached an evolutionary stage where killing other things is not crucial to survival.
We have the ability to not only take care of our children
and ourselves, but to protect those things in the world that
need it.
Life is a gift from an unknown source, and we never know
when it will be taken away.
Every animal has a mother who instinctually nourishes,
educates and protects it.
Witnessing the birth of Adara has reinforced the idea for
me that life is so much more than we could imagine.
Out there, somewhere, maybe there’s a place where all the
answers are kept, but until I get there I will continue enjoying the mystique of life.
While creation is unexplainable and death is a certainty,
how we live our lives is something we actually have control
over.
The idea of taking from the poor to give to the rich doesn’t seem rational, and neither does killing the weak to feed
the full.

Sullthandith, Illustrator
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Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect
the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, or SJSU.
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Scurytina ice figures
VWfigure skating club first of its kind on Pacific Coast
By Annelinda Aguayo

Spartan figure skating club members Vinita Mandella
at Logitech Ice Centre.

and

Josh Sturgis / Daily Staff
Sandy Schaad practiced their routines Thursday

score of 9.5, beating out
Stanford, which finished with an 8.5
and UC Santa Cruz at 4.5.
Scoring is tabulated on a point system
the more skaters a team has competing, the more points they can score,
Schaad said.
In the competition, Vinita Mandella,
a senior and the club’s newest member,
literally took one for the team.
Mandella competed in the freestyle
short program and placed last helping
SJSU score the winning point over
Stanford.
"I wasn’t expecting to do well, but I
got a _point for the team," Mandella
said. "ft was a crucial point we only
beat Stanford by one.
Mandella also competed in a dance
event and placed third. Schaad placed
first in her freestyle program, tied for
fifth in her dance event and placed last
in the compulsory event.
SJSU’s third competitor was senior
Rachel Santos. A fall during the dance
event put Santos in last place.
"I knew I wouldn’t place in the top
rankings," Santos said. "I went out to
have fun and do the best I (could) do."
Santos said when she first joined the
club she did not really know how to ice
skate but with Schaad’s help she was
able to get on the ice.
"I was scared to fall and that was kind
of holding me back on the skating,"
Santos said. "Once I learned to fall it
wasn’t so scary"
Santos said after she fell at Nationals
she had a big smile on her face and she
was proud of herself for competing in
the event even though she placed last.
A semester after joining the club,
an overall

Dai6, Staff Writer
Triple axles and double salcows are
not things many San Jose State
University students think about. Those
who do are not alone and have a place
to go.
Whether students like to ice skate for
recreation or competition, the SJSU
Figure Skating Club is always looking
for new members.
Even those who have never put on a
pair of ice skates can join the club, said
Sandy Schaad, the club’s president and
founder.
"You can be a total beginner and still
join," Schaad said. "People can skate for
fun ... they don’t have to compete."
Schaad founded the club in the fall of
1999. SJSU became home to the first
collegiate figure skating club on the
Pacific Coast. Today there are five
schools in the Pacific Coast division,
which includes Stanford University the
University of Denver, Cal Tech and UC
Santa Cruz.
"I started the club because I wanted to
skate in college," Schaad said.
The SJSU club currently has 12
members who skate recreationally and
six members who compete.
Three of the six competitors went to
the Interteam Collegiate Nationals at
Denver University on March 28 and
March 29.
At Nationals, nine schools competed,
including Cornell University, Stanford,
the University of Miami, the University
of Delaware, Dartmouth College,
Denver, Cal Tech and UC Santa Cruz.
SJSU finished in seventh place with

Santos enrolled
ice-skating class.

in SJSUrs

beginning

"I think it’s a good beginning level
class," Santos said. it caters to different

students at different levels."
Students do not have to enroll in the
class to be a part of the club, Santos
said.
The SJSU figure skating club is
always looking to recruit new members
like Santos.
"I hope we can get skaters within the
next few years," Mandella said. ’It
would be nice to see more people get on
the team."
Students who have had figure skating
experience and ale interested in competing arc also encouraged to join the

club.
Schaad said to be eligible for competition in the freestyle program, beginner
skaters must be able to perform a jump
combination of a waltz jump and toe
loop. Other jumps include a single salcow, loop flip and lutz. Basic footwork
such as a three turn and a mohawk,
along with a one-foot spin with a minimum of three revolutions are also
required.
For those interested in joining. the
club hosts "Adult Skate Night on
Tuesdays at Lo.gitech Ice and SJSU students get a $1 discount.
Schaad emphasized that students
should not be intimidated to try ice
skating because there are always club
members who are willing to help those
interested in being a part of the club.
"I think ice skating is a really nice outlet," Mandella said. "It’s a good recreational and physical activity for (people)."

Rangers erase deficit to beat A’s; Teixeira nails first homer

49ers move training camp to Santa Clara

ARLING1 ON, lexas (AP) Carl for his thud save to help the Rangers
Everett and Mark Teixeira provided stop a three-game losing streak
the power and the bullpen saved the despite issuing 11 walks,
"There were a lot of keys to the
day for the Texas Rangers.
Everett hit a tiebrealcing homer in game," Rangers manager Buck
the eighth and Teixeira hit his first Showalter said. "Anytime you walk 11
major league home run as the Rangers guys and win a ball game, that’s somerallied from a four-run deficit to beat thing."
the Oakland Athletics 5-4 Thursday.
Four Rangers relievers combined to
"It was an entire team effort and the allow two hits over 5 1-3 shutout
bullpen came through," Everett said. innings. Aaron Fultz had the biggest
"With the type of team we have, even impact, escaping a bases-loaded, nowhen we’re four runs down we’re outs jam in the sixth as the Ns failed
to expand their 4-3 lead,
within striking distance."
After Fultz walked Miguel Tejada to
Francisco Cordes) (1-1) threw a hitless eighth inning to pick up the victo- load the bases, Eric Chavez grounded
ry. Ugueth Urbina pitched the ninth h.1,1c to Fultz, who threw home ri i

SANTA CLARA, (AP) The
San Francisco 49ers are moving their
summer training camp to their regular-season facility in Santa Clara after
training for the past five years at the
University of Pacific in Stockton.
The 49ers were midway through a
10-year contract with Pacific, but terminated the deal because team officials were worried that fields were
subpar and could cause injuries.
Stockton’s heat, a shortage of office
space and inadequate campus security
also were concerns.
The team could he obligated to pav

start a 1-2-3 double play. Fultz issued

not down and in,

an intentional walk to Jermaine Dye,
then struck out pinch hitter Ron Gant
to end the sixth,
"In that situation, I’m looking for a
groundball and luckily it was a
groundball to me," Fultz said. "I usuall’y would gladly trade one run for two
outs but it worked out better."
With the game tied at 4, Everett led
off the eighth by lofting a solo homer
off reliever Chad Bradford (1-1) just
inside the right field foul pole for his
first of the season,
Bradford threw a 2-2 slider down
and in, right in Everett’s power zone,
"It should have been up a little more,

was hoping it would foul."
Scott liatteberg hit three doubles
and reached base five times, and Dye
homered for the Athletics, who had
their nine-game winning streak
against the Rangers snapped.
The A’s stranded 12 runners and
went on to lose for only the second
time in nine games, but Oakland took
the first two games to win the series.
"We should have won the game, but
we won two of three against a very
good hitting team at their park," Gant
said. "If we continue to do that, we’ll
be right where we want to be at the
enii of the ,e iqiin -

Bradford said. 1

r

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
classified@jmc.sjsu.edu
PHN:
FAX:

CLASS
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General
TUTOR WANTED. Trig/Pre-Calc
for HS Senior $15/hr. min 3 hr/wk.
Please call 408-272-1302
CUSTOMER SERVICE
VALET 25-30 pox FT / PT
Friendly & Outgoing.
Great Communication Skills
Clean DMV 408-910-2556
LIFEGUARDS, Instructional
Lifeguards & Aquatic Specialists
Easter Seals Bay Area seeks
part or full-time for San Jose
Mon -Fri, $9 82-$13 42 Call
295-0228 Resume
Jacob
730 Empey Way. San Jose
95128 or fax 408-275-9858.
GREAT RECREATION JOBS
At The Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation Dept DAY CARE
LEADERS. Fa and Pit Must
be avail M -F. 7.00am-200pm &
afternoons from 2:00-6:00pm
No ECE Units req. Pay range.
$6.75-$13.80/hr Call Laurie at
354-8700x224 If you have skills
in sports, arts, and group games
and like working with children.
we need you.
GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
help needed for small exclusive
shop and kennel PT, Tues-Sat
Must be reliable, honest, able to
do physical work Prefer exp
working w/ dogs. but will train.
Great oppty for dog lover Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
Call 371-9115
$000 WEEKLY GUARANTEED!
Stuffing envelopes Send a selfaddressed stamped envelope to
Scarab Marketing 28 E Jackson
10th El Ste 938 Chicago. 11 60604
BARTENDER Trainees Needed
8250/day potential Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 559
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars Free information
Call 203-683-0258
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
information.
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition readers should
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

CALL NOW!
FUN JOB!
Part-time work with flexible hours
(5-30 hours per week)
Customer service/sales positions
Internships possible
All majors may apply
Scholarships awarded annually
Some conditions apply
Start at 17.25 BASE - appt.
Earn $85 -$500 per week
No experience necessary
Training provided
Guarantee your sumrner pb now!
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST CALL 615-1500 10 am -4 pm
&for Early Interventionist sought ’www workforstudents conVsisu*
Home-based San Jose program
PT or per diem. Salary based on WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
exp. Call 510-835-2131x104. Local valet company in search
Resume to: lobs esba.org or fax of enthusiastic and energetic
individuals to work at nearby
to Leslie/HR @ 510-444-2340
malls. hotels & private events.
LICENSED NUTRITIONIST to FT/PT available We will work
teach nutrition & conditioning around your busy school
class in San Jose. Mon. -Fri schedule Must have clean
$18/hr. Exp leading exercise. Call DMV Lots of fun & earn good
Peter 408-295-0228. Resume. money Call 408-867-7275
730 Empey Way. San Jose 95128
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
or fax 408-275-9858.
PT/Fl- Flexible Schedule
All Shifts - Grave Bonus
FUN WORK Local expansion of
national PR / Communications
Student Friendly - Will Train
Flexible
workfriendly
Fun,
firm
408-247-4827
hours. Great resume bldr No
INTERNET COMM. PR FIRM is
exp nec, but must be friendly
motivated. PT/FT $300-700/wk now accepting applications for
Local positions. Cal 916-4414290 motivated student to coordinate
advertising, publicity, public
relations & promotional tasks
DELIVERY DRIVERS
Party rental business.
No experience necessary but
communication skills a must
Perfect for students!
Flexible hours Excellent pay Call
Earn $250 every weekend!
Must have reliable truck or van for interview 408-977-3636
Heavy lifting is required.
408-292-7876

SERVICE SUPERVISOR, M -E.
FT. Provides daily program
planning, activities & supzivisoon for groups of participants
w/developmental disabilities in
San Jose. Prey exp managing
staff. $17/hour. Call Ron Halog
408-295-0228 Send resume to
Ron Halog. Easter Seals Bay Area.
730 Empey Way. San Jose
95128 or Fax to 408-275-9858.
Call for educational requirements

ALL MAJORS! Growing Canco
Regional Office has immediate
customer service/ sales openings
for energetic individuals. No
experience necessary, training
during
part-time
provided,
classes, full-time summer and
flexible hours. $17.50 / To Start.
Call 408-436-9336.

SERVICES
EDITING BY THE PAGE
Grammar & Organization
Contact Ray at 924-7941.
NEED A VIDEO FOR A SPECIAL
OCCASION. digital photography,
services or
phdesign
Infinite Visions has
neddings7cueaneras

SHARED HOUSING

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY

ENTERTAINMENT

SJSU STUDENT

RATE: 25"’

OFF

* Lost & Found ads are offered

Sire

Ze code

Phone

Send check or money order toSpartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose CA 95192-0149

(No

Credit Cards Accepted)

Lost and Found* _Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
Announcements
_Real Estate
Campus Clubs

voiunteers

to the

campus community.

For Sale
Electronics
Wanted
Employment
Oppodunmes
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Help a burglar
Dregs
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physics
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Parade
feature
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Small guitars
Mild expletive
Shaggy
beasts
Capone foe
Roman
teenagers age
Beany s seaserpent buddy
Actress
- Miles
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Swami or guru
Approvals
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Hops a train
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Cancers
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408-924-3277
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Health/Beauty

_Spode/Three

Insurance
_Entertainment
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bent& Hall Room 209
__Travel
MI Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on canceled ads
._Tutonng
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
Word Processing
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
- Hate applies to private party ads only, no discount for oth er persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in OBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED

free as a service

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

HEALTH & BEAUTY

Please check .1
one classification:

Xickkese
GIN

ACROSS
1 Despot
5 Planet’s course
10 Comedian
- Carne
14 Oil job
15 Hunt illegally
16 Soup vegetable
17 Frothy brews
18 Piano fixer
19 Drip
20 Rebelled
22 Has a life
24 Winter ma
25 Grotto
26 Ski run
29 Manuscript fixers
33 Zodiac sign
34 Bad habit
36 Tool set
37 Stimpy s cartoon

150 numbers pcitint 6s555.5nsiti,

Name

3 -line minimum

Five
Three
Four
Two
One
Days Days
Days
Days
Day
3 lines
$5
$7
$5
$11
$13
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad
day
Rate increases $2 for each additional
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS:
20 + consecutive issues receive 10". off
40 + consecutive issues receive 20. off
50 consecutive issues receive 25’. off
Local rates apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff & faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be satin bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word

--1
TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLEI

COFFEE BUG - !tat Espresso,
Greed. Turkish. Euro Bakery
Quiet & Bright 606 Saratoga
Av./Moorpark, 1 mm from 280S.
in Eye Laser Ctr 1 for 2 reg Lase
w/Ad 6th Latte. Mocha FREE

IJUL10:1LIQUICIUCILIJUJULILICIa:lia:31:1QUUJULILI
[:11:1JLILlia:ILILIQUIJUUULILICILILILIQJLIJULIULILI
JUULILILILILILKILILIJLILIJULILILILIULIJOILILIULILI
Ad Rates:

_

38 Firm
39 Computer
language
40 Find the sum
41 Ant home
42 More demure
44 Harassed
47 Chocolate
dessert
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? Call 48 Has a cough
BIRTHRIGHT 408-241-8444 or 49 Sudbury s pros
800-550-4900 Free/Confidential 50 Quit
53 Came to a hart
58 Milky gemstone
59 Disney site
61 Wee bit
62 Adidas rival
63 Latin dance
RATES CALI.
64 Campus building
65 Sour
66 Hard metal
67 - out (makes
ends meet)

WORD PROCESSING

305aLeindird

RENTAL HOUSING

TIRED OF SHARING
1 LARGE ROOM IN 2/1 CONDO,
A BATHROOM??
w/d, close to hey & bus. quiet &
dean $550 + uni 408-506-7046 Come see our huge 2 bedroom.
2 full bath, over 1000 square foot
1 BDRM In Nice 4 Bdrm Home apartment. Walking distance to
10 min from SJSU, near It rail. campus, newly remodeled.
$525/mo+ 1/4 util. No pets. Call parking,
gate
security
Michelle, 408-888-0193.
Substantially larger than others’
408-947-0803
$1250/mo
FEMALE ROOMMATE, Non Smoker Noce 3bdr2ba home w/ FREE/FIRST MONTH RENT
yard. 1 blk to It rail, indoor laundry Extra large, newly remodeled
$475. $500 dep util [rid 265-6381 2 bdrmil bath & 2 bdm1/2 full bath
apts starting at $995/month Also.
ROOMS 4 RENT- 2 blks to SJSU 3 bdrm/2 bath apt $1199 & up
2 rooms in a Vidonan house Will work with you on
$375 & $475, utii Ind 836-7961 2 blocks from SJSU Water/Trash
sh
paid Parking avail Washer’ Drier
APPLY NOW! SUMMER/FALL on site Cats OK Well managed
Men’s furnished shared housing student bldg 408-378-1409
from $415/month including utilities. Across street from SJSU LIVE 1 BLOCK from CAMPUS
Month to month or lease. Apply Large 2b/1 Son 9th Quiet $1100
0 278 S 10th St Call 243-0707 Newly remodeled 408-309-9554
or 268-1750 scprop attbi cam

graduations, or any other special event video need. Picture
portfolios are also available at a
low cost. Put your slide show of
your pictures on DVD with
your favonte song playing at the
same time. For more info call LOOKING FOR A ROOMMATE?
408-885-0757 or 408-561-2710
Advertise in Classifieds’
The Spartan Daily
PROFESSIONAL EDITING
For your term paper or thesis.
Experienced, efficient, reliably
exacting. I will meet your deadPROFESSIONAL
line. Call Grace 831-475-2796
WORD PROCESSING
or evagrace aol tom
Have your theses, term papers
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN group projects. etc profession(includes cosmetic) $69 00 per ally typed APA a specialty
For info Experienced & dependable
year Save 30. 60.
Almaden/Branham area Call
call 1-800-655-3225 Or
Linda for an appointment at
www studentdental tom or
(408) 264-4504
www goldenwestdental corn

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print our a d here. LIne is

school $500,000 buyout, though
the 49ers may contest the clause or
seek a reduced payment by claiming
the school did not fulfill the terms of
its contract.
Before Stockton, the 49ers trained
for 17 years at Sierra College in
Rocklin.
Because the Santa Clara site does
not have seating or other facilities for
fans, practices will not be open to the
public. However, the 49ers plan to
schedule some practices at other locations around the Bay Area so fans can
see the team this summer

the
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ALCOHOL WALK I New emergency chairs to replace current, outdated model
continuedfrom page I

continuedfrom page 1

Nationwide, the screening program
makes its presence in communities
through hospitals, counseling centers and colleges, according to
Mental for Health, Inc.
The college component will have a
specific focus on the dangers of
binge drinking, since binge drinking
is more prevalent with college students, according to the organization.
Binge drinking is the act of drinking five or more alcoholic drinks in
an hour in one sitting for males and
four or more drinks for a female,
according to a pamphlet created by
the Prevention Education Program
Center at SJSU.
"I’m a social drinker. It helps
loosen me up at social events," said
Daniel Magdael, a senior computer
science major who admitted to having two to three alcoholic drinks a
couple times a month. "Almost every
college students drinks, and there
are only a couyle that can’t keep it
under control.
Those who cannot keep it under
control may face negative repercussions, such as poor academic and
employment performance, dependency on alcohol, deterioration of
physical health, social problems, and
legal problems, according to the
Prevention Education Program
Center.

police will be involved with annually
training faculty and staff members on
how to use the emergency equipment,
she said.
The attempt to bring more awareness
and update emergency equipment
kicked into war two years ago when a
disabled student became trapped on the
second story of an SJSTI building during a blackout, Burton said. Nobody
would evacuate him because it wasn’t an
emergency.
"This shouldn’t happen," Burton said.
"We’re in charge to try to be aware of
what’s needed on the campus."
Not even half of the buildings on

campus have emergency evacuation
chairs, he said. There is only one in the
library, and it is located at the top of the
fifth floor stairway, he said,
The emergency chair demonstrated
during the tour is a newer and easierto-use model than the 1980s version
that is found throughout the rest of the
campus. The old chair is a stiff "gloried
lawn chair" that requires two people to
lift both ends, Burton said,
However, if nothing else is available,
the older chair, which was once stateof-the-art, looks pretty good, he said,
Caret mentioned that there wasn’t an
emergency chair in Tower Hall.
"There are expendable people there,"
Burton joked.

The newer chairs, which are only
located in the Engineering building, are
more compact, easier to maneuver and
can be operated by one person.
The disabled person sits in the chair as
another guides the chair along with
handlebars from behind.
"You feel like you’re almost throwing
the person (in the chair) over," Burton
said of the initial tilt of the chair over
the first step.
After the questionable first move,
however, the chair clunks quite quickly,
smoothly and safely down each step.
"Someone with very little or no training can be effective," Burton said of
operating the chairs.
Despite being flu of knowledge about

the chairs, Burton has yet to master the
art of climbing into one.
"I haven’t firred out how to do this
gracefully yet, he joked as he crumpled
into the chair.
Sr. Timothy Villarica of the campus
police also took a ride in the chair, gun
belt and all.

VisrA wan
Accepting most types of vision insurance.
20% discount off a full parr of piescription glasses for
San Jose State U students stall wio insurance"
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In
Focus

SARS fears increase demand for respiratory masks
VALLEY, Neb. (AP) Nothing the masks on the shelves.
not the eruption of Mount St. Helens,
"We can’t get them," said Rebecca
the anthrax threats or the Sept. 11 Speights, a spokeswoman for the
attacks has spiked demand in pro- Medical Supplies Depot in Mobile,
tective respiratory masks the way the Ala., which ran out of masks a week
SARS scare has.
ago. "The manufacturers can’t make
3M Co. plants in Valley and in them fast enough."
Aberdeen, S.D., are cranking out masks
Demand has risen to an all-time high
around the clock, and nonstop produc- since March 15, when the World
tion is being considered at the White Health Organization recommended
Knight Engineered Products plant in masks to help stop the spread of severe
Childersburg, Ala. Distributors to hot- acute respiratory syndrome. The highly
pitals, equipment companies and retail contagious disease had killed more
stores nationwide say they can’t keep than 100 people, most of them in

China and Hong Kong. No deaths
have been reported in the United
States.
The 3M plant in Valley has shifted
some of its 386 workers from making
insulation and respirators to making
the N-95 mask, the model recommended by the WHO. Production is
up 50 percent, but company policy prevents plant manager David Clauss
from discussing exact numbers.
"Everyone here has rallied to squeeze
out every mask we can as fast as we
can," Clauss said.

"The ride itself was nice. The chair
was not very comfortable," Villarica
said. "Those things aren’t really
designed for gun belts."
Caret, however, apparently proved to be
an efficient chair chauffeur -fOr it. Coker.
"I had a very smooth ride," Coker
laughed. "I have to admit that."

A

A

Optometry Inc.
42 South Fast Si (by Santa Clara St )
San Jose, CA 95113
Phone 409-295 0246
Open Monfrr from lOarn 6pm
’Please bring valid ID

A

A

WJ Colors and Colorblend Contacts, Acuvue and Acuvue 2 Contacts

IRAQ I Looting rampant

Give us a call

manders in Mosul had offered to surrender on condition that the U.S.-led
Then were signs of difficulties ahead bombing stopped and they received
amnesty.
in efforts at building a new society
Defense Secretary Donald H.
Two Islamic clerics were hacked to
death by a mob in Najaf at one of Shiite Rumsfeld said at least some of the Iraqi
forces inside the city had stacked their
Islam’s holiest shrines, witnesses said.
One of the clerics killed, Haider al- weapons in accordance with U.S. surrenKadar, was a widely hated loyalist of der demands. Waltemeyer said the U.S.
Saddam, part of the Iraqi leader’s military would meet with representatives
Ministry _ of Religion. The other was from Mosul on Friday morning in an
Abdul Majid al-Khoei, a high-ranking attempt to negotiate a surrender,
Shiite cleric and son of one of the reli- although he said, I’m not here to make
gion’s most prominent spiritual leaders, deals.’
Kurdish forces, which have battled
who was persecuted by Saddam. They
were killed at a meeting meant to serve Saddam for years, triggered celebrations
as a model for reconciliation in post- in Kirkuk when they reached the city, an
Saddam Iraq. The U.S. military had ancestral home and gateway to lraq
flown in journalists aboard two helicop- northern oilfields.
In a scene reminiscent of downtown
ters to witness it, although they arrived
Baghdad a day earlier, joyous residents
after the violence.
An American plane beamed taped toppled a statue of the Iraqi leader, then
addresses by President Bush and British stomped it and hit it with their shoes
Prime Minister Tony Blair to the Iraci, a serious insult in the Arab world. The
people. "Your nation will soon be free, letters "USA" were spraypainted on the
base of the statue.
Bush said.
Local residents cheered the passing
There was looting in Baghdad and
elsewhere, in the wake of the disappear- Kurdish forces and pelted them with
ance of civilian authority One senior 113509.
To the southeast, Kurdish peshmerga
Pentagon official said military commanders have asked religious leaders in forces also moved into the city .of
the capital to help calm the populace and Khaneqin near the border with Iran.
The city had been under a curfew for
reduce the looting. One Marine commander said he would institute a dusk- several days. But shortly after Iranian
television broadcast images of
to-dawn curfew.
Some Iraqis did what they could to Wednesday’s developments in Baghdad,
residents emerged from their homes and
prevent looting.
At al-Kindi hospital, medical students found Iraqi soldiers and Baath party
were sent into neighborhoods to retrieve members were gone.
The advances sparked alarm in Turkey,
medicine that had been taken on
Wednesday. They returned with double- Iraq’s neighbor to the north, which fears
Kurdish control over Kirkuk
permanent
decker buses loaded with boxes of badly
and nearby oil reserves. The Turkish
needed supplies.
In Washington, one administration government announced it was sending
official told Congress the Pentagon military observers to the city with U.S.
envisions parallel ministries run by approval.
-Purierican troops soon moved into the
Americans and Iraqis after the war until
an interim government can be estab- city, and Secretary of State Colin Powell
lished. Paul Wolfowitz, deputy secretary told The Associated Press that Kurdish
of defense, offered no timetable for cre- forces would pull back, reducing the
ation of the interim government or how likelihood that Turkish forces would
enter the region.
long U.S. troops would remain in Iraq.
The Bush and Blair addresses Were
After three weeks of Operation Iraqi
Freedom, Air Force Secretary James part of a new information program that
Roche told CNN: "We effectively have will include publication of a newspaper
to be circulated in southern Iraq.
won the conflict. The regime is gone."
In northern Iraq, Lt. Col. Robert
Something Missing in Your life?
Waltemeyer, commander of a special
forces unit, said troops would enter the
Maybe it’s God!
city of Mosul ’in a matter of hours or
Join Us for Worship
days."
Gen. Babakir Zebari, a Kurdish comOur Savior’s Lutheran Church
mander, said remnants of Saddam’s
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And see if you qualify
to participate in a
Research Study for Asthma

Land on Free Parking...

No Insurance Needed
Early Appointments Available
Compensation of up to $800 for Time and Travel

San Jose,

SJCR
Clinical Research

Win the Big Payoff
Enter to win 12 memorable dinner-date packages
and other great gifts donated by downtown merchants.
Prizes awarded April 22.
Grand prize drawing: April 30

Call NOW 408.297.6030 ext. 27
2039 Forest Ave. Suite 2o4B San Jose, CA 95128
Behind Valley Fair mall,
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